
WEEK #3 Poem Writing Assignment  
Last week you were introduced to a glossary of Poetic Elements, poems, and a review of 
similes and metaphors.  
 
This week you will write your own poem. 
STEP1:  
Writing Prompt: You will write a poem about your time being quarantined. It can be about things 
you have learned through this period of time or things you’ve learned about yourself. 
Your poem can be about what you’ve done during the time of quarantine, what you have 
observed  through the media or people during this time of quarantine. 
It’s your choice whether you’re funny or serious. This is “TONE”. 
 
STEP 2: 
You have THREE poem options. It must be a HAIKU, RHYMING STANZAS (ABAB), or An 
ACROSTIC Poem.  There are examples of each below. 
 
STEP 3:  
Type your poem in google docs or google slides. This way everyone can see it. This  will give 
you a chance to interact with other classmates.  
 
STEP 4: Attach this to your Google Classroom Assignment. Before you turn it in, make sure 
your words are spelled correctly.  
——————————————————————- 
 
 A HAIKU IS 5/7/5 syllables. This means the first line is 5 syllables, second line 7 syllables, and 
third line 5 syllables. 
 
These are 2 examples of HAIKU poems. 
 
TITLE: A BIRTHDAY HAIKU 
I baked you a cake (5) 
But then I ate it all. (7) 
It’s the thought that counts (5) 
 
TITLE: “Goldfish from the Fair” 
Ten cents wins a fish,    (5) 
Ten bucks buys a bowl and food.  (7) 
Dead the next morning.  (5) 
 
 
The second choice of poem is a RHYMING  stanza (ABAB). In ABAB, the first and third lines 
rhyme, and the second and fourth lines rhyme. Below are two examples. 
 



ABAB Poem: 
The coolness of night   (A) 
Refreshes my skin.        (B) 
The stars shine so bright.  (A) 
Causing me to grin.        (B) 
 
ABAB Poem 
TITLE: The Frog 
I saw a little frog,   (A) 
He was cuter than can be,   (B) 
He was sitting on a log.  (A) 
And I’m sure he croaked at me!   (B) 
 
———————————————————- 
 
The third choice is an ACROSTIC Poem. An ACROSTIC Poem are poems that go down or 
across. The poems don’t have to rhyme, and they  can have as many words as you like. You 
can  highlight  or make the word you chose bold in some way. These are some fun word 
suggestions: CORONAVIRUS, COVID 19, PANDEMIC, or QUARANTINE. you can come up 
with your own, but it has to be related to our quarantine time. Below are two examples of an 
ACROSTIC  Poem. 
 
C runchy, munchy  
O h, so sweet 
O odles of chocolate and nuts 
K ids love them! 
I like to eat them hot from the oven 
E veryone waits for them to cool. 
 
 
Spring is here 
Pretty flowers grow  
Robins come out more 
I feed the birds 
New animals are born  
Got to find Easter eggs 
 
 
I can’t wait to read your poems. Have fun! 
Ms. Limbaugh  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


